
The TMT Pr ivate Cloud plat form provides customers with a  h igh-per forming,  fu l ly  res i l ient , 

sca lable ,  and secure set  of  host ing and IT infrastructure ser v ices. 

I t  i s  located in  one of  Southern England’s  leading t ier  3  data  centres  and is  moni tored and 

managed by TMT engineer ing teams 24 hours  a  day,  365 days a  year.

TMT PRIVATE CLOUD 
PLATFORM

TMT’s Private Cloud platform 
combines the best of the 
public cloud world within 
a locally hosted and secure 
data centre.

It is based on highly resilient 
and state-of-the-art low 
latency technology from 
our partner HP, one of the 
world’s leading manufacturers 
of computing technology. 
Computing resources and 
storage capacity can be easily 
spun up to reflect the needs of 
an organisation, but with the 
added benefit of it being held in 
a data centre local to Southern 
England. The TMT solution 
provides customers with a 
local and more cost-effective 
set of solutions and services 
than those typically available 
from the leading public  cloud 
providers. 

The TMT platform is priced 
on a fixed price basis unlike 
many public cloud offerings 
and provides predictability and 
“known” costs for businesses, 
allowing easier planning and 
budgeting of annual IT costs. 
By comparison, many public 
cloud offerings can often cause 
difficulty when understanding 
the varying monthly pricing.

TMT’s Private Cloud platform 
is highly secure being located 
in a leading tier 3 data centre 
and is protected by many 
leading cyber technologies and 
in compliance with ISO27001. 
It also incorporates a 
comprehensive backup facility. 
Customers further benefit by 
getting the “peace of mind” of 
knowing exactly where their 
data is being held and indeed 
being able to visit the facility 
should they so desire.

TMT Private Cloud Platform

BENEFITS

No onsite hardware - The TMT platform eliminates 
the need to have on site computing hardware thus 
reducing capital expenditure and eliminating the 
need to worry about a refresh or upgrade activities 
as those are all handled automatically by the TMT 
operations teams managing and operating the 
platform.

Predictable and fixed pricing - The TMT Private 
Cloud platform provides the same benefits as 
a public cloud solution, such as scalability and 
flexibility, but also at a fixed monthly price thus 
allowing for ease of budgeting.

Highly performing, flexible and scalable 
architecture - The TMT platform makes use of 
state-of-the-art computing infrastructure providing 
high performance, and the ability for computing 
resources, storage, virtual services, and additional 
applications to be “spun up” quickly and cost-
effectively.

Highly redundant and secure - TMT’s solution 
makes use of full redundancy and the latest cyber 
technologies to ensure data is always protected. 
Data is backed up to an additional location to 
provide for disaster recovery scenarios.


